
THE SPECIALIZATION QUIZ
You did it! You escaped and have earned the title of Reading Champion!

Now, it’s time to discover your unique specialization.

Step 1: From the blocks below, select the allies, gear, and power-ups you collected and 
total up your points. If you’ve played the map multiple times, select your favorite in 
each block.

SELECT
+1

+2

+3

Rocco the Rusty Robot – Rocco may be a junk bucket, but at least he’s a cheerful junk bucket. He’s useful when he works, which is like ten 
percent of the time. 

Lenny the Spikey Red Dragonling – Lenny is a spikey red dragonling that is impervious to magic. Also, he loves candy corn.

Betty the Magical Sheep – The result of a spell gone wrong; this magical sheep can teleport in a flash of gold sparkles. She appears to 
understand English but refuses to acknowledge your words unless you make a pun. She hates puns. 

Your Ally:

SELECT
+1

+2

+3

Eagle-Eye Goggles – Spot a mouse house five hundred miles away with this pair of high-tech goggles. 

Shimmering Invisi-shield – Prank your friends and escape your enemies with this shield that grants instant invisibility.

Golden Teleportation Coin – Trade in your trusty stead for a gold coin that transports you to any location that you can imagine. 

Your Gear:



SELECT
+1

+2

+3

Instant Intelligence – Download the contents of any book directly into your brain. Congratulations, now you know kung-fu. 

Kinetic Knowledge – Knowledge is even more powerful when you control it. Manipulate matter with your thoughts to delete threats, reveal 
secrets, and frustrate foes. 

Summon Syllables – Your words become physical objects if you say them with enough gusto. The word “lift” becomes a platform or “crash” 
becomes a wrecking ball, for example. But whatever you do, please don’t say “moist.”

Your Power-Up:

+1

Step 2: Using your point total, discover your specialization.

0–3
Techno Trapper
You are a genius with machines and think best with some sort of tech in your hand. You like a strategy 
in place before you make your move. People know you far and wide as the Reading Champion with 
a robot by your side!

4–6
Cunning Conqueror
You are a master of stealth, which is why you’re always ten steps ahead of everyone else. When most 
people are be sitting and planning, you’re already out the door. Your quick thinking gets you out of 
any bind, and people say you’re the hardest Reading Champion to find. 

7–9
Magic Mastermind
You’re a magic savant, wielding the mystical with the wave of your hand. There isn’t a problem that 
you can’t fix with a few magic words. You’re a reading wizard, people say, with a wand you’ll use to 
save the day. 

Step 3: Add up the XP you collected to discover your power level.

Final Step: Record your results on your certificate.


